7 Steps to a Life-supporting Building
THE INSIDE GUIDE TO LIFE FORCE IN OUR BUILDINGS

Our buildings aﬀect us. In a good building, we feel and funcDon beEer. In a bad one, we are
more likely to experience stress and disease; life is more of an uphill baEle.
TradiDonal Feng Shui helps us create healthy buildings. Many Feng Shui principles are available
in books and online, but I oOen ﬁnd people confused by the contradictory informaDon out
there. Over the last 20 years I have extrapolated the most important Feng Shui principles and
ways to create healthy buildings.
The purpose of these principles is to create places that are ﬁlled with vibrant life force, where
we feel good and are able to funcDon at our best. Life force or life energy is the source of
vitality, the animaDng force that creates life. It is also known as prana, qi, chi and élan vital.
We each possess various amounts of personal life force, which helps us live, express ourselves
and maintain health and wellbeing. How much free life force we have depends on hereditary
factors, lifestyle, personal outlook and acDons. It is further enhanced or miDgated by the life
force present in our environments; the amount and quality of which varies in each building.
Following principles aim to opDmise this environmental energy.
The aim of Feng Shui is to 1) collect posiDve environmental energy, 2) retain it, and 3) make it
available to those who live or work there.
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1. Surround Yourself with Beautiful Forms

Forms are the physical features, the things that surround us - hills, trees, roads, lakes, rivers,
buildings, and furniture, objects, pictures and decor. These features should be beauDful and
upliOing. Examples are soO ferDle hills, clean streams, meandering pathways, and pleasant
structures and interiors.
We should avoid destrucDve forms, called Sha Qi. Examples of Sha Qi are ugly features such as
derelict, ragged structures, polluted streets and rivers, disturbed land, sharp pointy edges,
straight oncoming or fast roads and unpleasant noise. Sha features put us (even
subconsciously) on edge and reduce our life force.
The principle of beauty should permeate all others. Each feature around us elicits one of two
emoDonal responses in us: it either reduces life or it adds to it, even if only slightly. To collect
posiDve energy our environment needs to be beauDful to us.
OOen it is the simple purposeful things that increase life. We can use this principle to create
our environments intenDonally, including the selecDon of a building site, design, materials,
keeping spaces clean and maintained, and only having objects around that feel good. In such a
way we will inhabit a world that liOs us.
Take some Dme to really look at each item within your home - each vase, each chair, each
picture, each book, each rug, etc. and noDce your emoDonal response to it - not the reasoning
of why you have it. Your gut response will be either one of two, it will either be upliOing or it
will feel heavy or not relevant to your life. It is this second response that drags you down - even
if only slightly. You should get rid of these things that drag you down.
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2. Create Meandering Pathways - Rhythm

A meander is a rhythmic slow moDon from leO to right. Natural forces like air and water move
with oscillaDng rhythm. Rivers never run straight. They ALWAYS move from leO to right and
contain swirls and eddies, which distribute nutrients to ferDlise adjoining land.
In Feng Shui, roads and pathways are considered to be of the same nature as rivers and
streams. The most violated Feng Shui principle - and the violaDon that wreaks most havoc - is
that pathways should gently meander through a space.
A straight long hallway slices through a building, oOen cu`ng living areas in half, leaving a
whole lot of unusable space in its trajectory. Energy moves too fast along such a hallway and
passes by adjoining rooms without being able to nourish these. It makes it diﬃcult to retain
energy or to make it available for people’s use.
I like to think of energy behaving like a bunch of 5 year olds. Imagine them sprinDng down a
long straight hallway, perhaps crashing over the back of a sofa at the end of it. Now, imagine
them running through a home with a meandering pathway, spiralling oﬀ into the various
rooms. Which of these scenarios is easier to tolerate?
Like natural rivers, winding paths and hallways are pleasant. Good design consists of a series of
disDnct spaces connected by a winding path that allows people to gently move through a
building or landscape. This avoids dead spaces and makes living areas more comfortable.
During the design of a building, there are ways of creaDng a meandering path through the
placement of rooms, even on a narrow block. In an exisDng building, long hallway issues can
usually be improved. However, dealing with this in the design stage is generally more
successful.
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3. Balance Yin & Yang

Life is energy! Energy can only exist in a dynamic interplay between the opposites of Yin and
Yang. Everything in nature ﬂuctuates between two poles - night and day, female and male,
contemplaDon and acDon. Just as power is generated between the posiDve and negaDve poles
of a baEery, so is a building’s life force generated through a dynamic balance between Yin and
Yang.
Bedrooms and cosy corners are Yin in nature. They should be more quiet and protected to
facilitate inward focus, nurture health and support good sleep. Yin energy is referred to as the
‘mountain’ energy. It is sDll and sits in hills, walls and heavy furniture.
AcDve areas, on the other hand, are Yang in nature. Such spaces should be brighter and open.
They support our acDviDes and connecDon to the world. Yang or ‘water’ energy is acDve. It is
the building’s life force. It comes in through doors and windows and is ampliﬁed by open
spaces, bodies of water, pathways and acDvity.
A dynamic balance between Yin and Yang is not a dull even sameness, but a building that
contains both opposites: protected and soOer spaces for bedrooms and cosy corners, and
brighter, open areas for family rooms, kitchens and work spaces.
Typical closed plan older homes with separate rooms for kitchen, lounge and dining are very
Yin - oOen a bit lifeless and dull. They lack Yang energy; movement, connecDon and radiance.
Modern open plan buildings, on the other hand, are oOen too Yang; too open. They lack
protecDve Yin so that lounges, and even beds, end up surrounded by open space and
doorways. Such spaces can make us feel unseEled, even irritable. They may carry a ‘wow
factor’ and are great for entertaining, but lack cosiness and a place to relax.
A balanced space has contrast. It has bright open as well as protected cosier areas, each room
the right degree of protecDon and openess for its purpose. This is achieved through the disDnct
size and placement of elements that provide sDllness (walls, heavy furniture and objects) and
those that provide movement and connecDon (doors, windows, open space, pathways and
view).
In a bedroom, we want a solid wall behind our bed, not too many doors, and smaller windows.
In a family room we want large windows and doors so we can look out and connect to the
outdoor spaces. A lounge room lies perhaps in-between, with a cosy sofa against a solid wall
and open space connecDng us with the outside.
It is through the interacDon of Yin and Yang that we collect and retain environmental energy. A
good building collects Yang life force through doors and windows, and retains this for use
through quiet Yin features.
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4. Choose Positive, Avoid Negative Qi

A dynamic balance between Yin and Yang however, is not enough. There is also the eﬀect of
Feng Shui energies (Qi). We cannot see Qi, but we can nevertheless feel its inﬂuence.
Just as there are noble heroes and bad villains, some types of Qi serve us, while others make
life more diﬃcult. The diﬀerent types of Qi acDve in a building are responsible for the
diﬀerence between a building that feels great and another that feels heavy and dull; or the
diﬀerence between sleeping well, and insomnia, faDgue or even disease.
The most powerful Feng Shui tool we have, is to ac9vate life suppor9ng Qi and to prevent
destruc9ve Qi from aﬀec9ng us.
There exist nine types of Qi in a building, called ‘ﬂying stars’ (a poeDc name, not actual stars).
Each has a disDnct quality and is useful for a certain purpose. There are vibrant stars supporDng
health, relaDonships and wealth, others wisdom, creaDvity and career, and there are negaDve
stars associated with sickness, destrucDon and disasters. The locaDon of these energies is
individual to each building, not a one-size-ﬁts-all. It is worked out with the building’s exact
compass orientaDon, construcDon period and advanced Feng Shui formulas. (Flying stars are
NOT the generalised annual stars many people know about.)
The unique combinaDon of stars creates the feel and ﬂavour of a building and determines the
best purpose and usage for each room and area. Some combinaDons support business,
academic success or communicaDon, others make resjul bedrooms or cosy corners - and some
can exasperate arguments, lawsuit, trouble concentraDng, sickness and accidents.
It should be noted that the potenDal associated with parDcular Qi combinaDons only manifests
if a person has a predisposiDon to experience such things. Buildings do not cause life dramas or
sudden wealth, but can bring these things to the surface. As most of us are neither saints nor
superheroes, we beneﬁt from having our lives supported by posiDve environmental Qi.
The art of an experienced Feng Shui consultant is to uDlise and enhance posiDve energies and
to diminish the eﬀect of any negaDves ones. A radiant building admits posiDve Yang Qi through
a door or window, and supports each occupant with posiDve Yin Qi in the bedroom. Each
room’s usage should be in harmony with its inherent Qi potenDal.
CollecDng environmental energy actually means to let in posi9ve Yang Qi, and to retain this life
force for people to use in locaDons with posi9ve Yin stars. That way, people are supported in
their acDviDes and in their ability to rest and recharge.
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5. Improve Life Force with Healthy Indoor Air

Have you ever spent Dme in a lime-washed Italian villa or an Earth rendered building? The
indoor climate in such buildings is usually pleasant, cool and refreshing. The reason for this is a
relaDvely high level of indoor air ionisaDon.
IonisaDon is the subtle charge of indoor air parDcles. It is a measure of the air’s life force. Good
ionisaDon supports health and vitality. You may have experienced high air ionisaDon near
waterfalls or with sea spray at the beach. However - even in polluted ciDes - indoor air is
generally more dead and suﬀers from low ionisaDon compared to outside air. Our goal is to
maintain indoor air quality at least as good as outside air.
Only with natural materials and ﬁnishes are we able to maintain good air quality. SyntheDc
surfaces tend to charge up which staDc electricity, which instantly kills air ionisaDon. StaDc
electricity accumulates on plasDcs, sealed Dmber ﬂoors, laminates, syntheDc carpets, polyester
furnishings and acrylic paint. This increases stress and tension, airborne pollutants, dust, mould
spores and bacteria. Unionised air is dead, even with adequate venDlaDon or air ﬁlters.
Not only that, many furnishings and ﬁnishes outgas a cocktail of chemicals for years. Given that
most of our Dme is spent indoors, indoor air is a major pathway for toxins into our body. This
can lead to long term health eﬀects as toxins tend to accumulate in the body over Dme.
Common chemicals present in our buildings are formaldehyde, ﬂame retardants, polyurethane,
PVC and phthalates. Many are known carcinogens, neurotoxins and endocrine disruptors.
Other common sources of indoor health issues are from gas combusDon from stoves and
unﬂued heaters, and mould from water damage.
Healthy air is essenDal for a healthy building. We can live for a few days without food, but only
a few minutes without air. In order to collect posiDve environmental energy, we need to make
sure the air inside our buildings is at least as good as outside air.
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6. Reduce Electromagnetic Radiation

Over nearly 20 years as a Feng Shui consultant, I have found bedrooms with posiDve Yin energy
to be extremely eﬀecDve in supporDng people’s health, and have seen profound improvements
when people moved from negaDve to posiDve bedrooms. However, over the last 7 or so years,
there have been a growing number of cases where a good Feng Shui bedroom alone did not
resolve sleep and health issues associated with the building.
One likely explanaDon is the altered electromagne9c environment we now live in. Many
people sleep beEer in natural se`ngs without electromagneDc smog. Studies show that the
rise of degeneraDve disease, now so prevalent, has followed ﬁrst the rollout of electricity, and
second the recent inundaDon with wireless radiaDon now almost everywhere.
We live in a soup of electromagneDc ﬁelds with millions of bytes of data shooDng through the
air (and us) at any given moment, in frequencies and intensiDes vastly diﬀerent from the
natural Earth ﬁeld. Our bodies consist largely of water and absorb such radiaDon. To protect
themselves, our cells go into ‘ﬁght and ﬂight’ mode and shut down, but as a result are no
longer able to get nutriDon or remove waste. Studies suggest long-term health eﬀects
associated with electromagneDc radiaDon, including DNA damage and cancer.
The types of electro-polluDon present in our buildings are AC magneDc and electric ﬁelds, dirty
electricity, radio frequencies, as well as staDc electricity menDoned earlier. Each of these can
have health eﬀects and should be at acceptable levels. A healthy building needs to have
electromagneDcally quiet spaces, especially in the bedrooms. This can be achieved through
distance from radiaDon sources, turning oﬀ radiaDon emi`ng devices in the bedroom and, if
necessary, turning oﬀ bedroom circuits at night and shielding.
Bedrooms with low electromagneDc radiaDon allow our bodies to ‘switch oﬀ’, rest and
recharge - at least at night. There are ways of enjoying technology without excessive radiaDon
burdens.
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7. Avoid Harmful Earth Radiation

Another type of radiaDon forgoEen about in our modern world, is harmful Earth radiaDon. In
many locaDons the exisDng magneto-gravitaDonal ﬁeld on the surface of the Earth is distorted
(through underground water ﬂows or geological irregulariDes), causing Earth radiaDon levels to
potenDally be harmful to health, sleep and wellbeing.
We can spot locaDons of disturbed Earth radiaDon by stunted or twisted plant growth and tree
cancers. Traﬃc black spots are also associated with magniﬁed Earth radiaDon. Incidentally,
some plants and animals thrive on such radiaDon - such as oaks, sDnging neEle, ivy, cats, ants
and spiders.
What force is required to twist a tree? What eﬀect may this have on a human body? CaEle
avoid Earth radiaDon. TradiDonally, a farmer would observe where their livestock rested and
build their home in such safe locaDon. Strong Earth radiaDon can also have energising eﬀects
and many spiritual places were built on top of them. Nevertheless, people should not spend
extended periods of Dme in such locaDons and avoid them for residences.
Thus, locaDon may be a risk factor that can cause body stress, weakened immune responses,
sleep problems, ferDlity issues and even cancer. It is a Building Biology principle to select
building sites with undisturbed Earth radiaDon.
Unfortunately, detecDon of harmful Earth radiaDon is subjecDve as it is done only through
dowsing. AEenuaDon of geological radiaDon may be achieved through Earth acupuncture (the
use of copper rods to direct Earth energy) or magneto-gravitaDonal devices. Ideally however,
beds should be located away from Earth radiaDon. The result of successful Earth radiaDon
remediaDon would be improved sleep and vitality.
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The Power of You in creating a Healthy Building

You possess an accurate gauge to work out if a piece of furniture, an object or a building is right
for you. This is YOUR feeling, the ﬁrst response you have to a thing. When looking at an object,
be alert to how it makes you feel. Look for being able to relax and breathe freely, the subtle
diﬀerence between something that liOs you and something that makes you somewhat tense.
Each element within a building should make you feel good.
People someDmes raDonalise their gut feeling away when purchasing a property - because it
‘had the bedrooms they wanted’, ‘was close to school’ or ‘the market was running away from
them’. OOen these are the buildings with problemaDc or diﬃcult Feng Shui. If fear, of loosing
out or otherwise, is involved in decision making, results tend to aﬃrm such fears. It is beEer to
take the Dme and trust that you will ﬁnd the right place eventually.
A healthy building nurtures body and soul. It is alive and makes you feel good. The creaDon of
such a building and ﬁlling it with detail and meaning is an organic and conDnual process.
Further, on top of the environmental factors, YOU are the most incredible source of Qi in your
life. You have within you the ability to make your space beauDful and give it life. This occurs
when you admire and create the things around you - by adjusDng the bunch of ﬂowers, by
being alert to your feelings of what works and what doesn’t, and by making small adjustments
- moving the table a few inches, ge`ng a rug or throwing out the old cabinet.
This is a spiritual act - your intenDon extending into the world. If you stay alert to your
responses and feelings and conDnually create your place, you give it life. Without that, it may
be nice, but perhaps somewhat clinical or someone else’s expression, but not yours. Only you
have the power to wave a ‘magic wand’ and bring life to everything around you. The more you
can do this, the more this beauty will reﬂect back to you.
Look around your environment and see how you could make it a liEle more cheerful, a liEle
more beauDful, a liEle more magical. That way you not only collect posiDve environmental
energy, you create it.
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